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Instructor Cydney Reece 

Date Tuesday, February 15, 2022 

Time 5:00 PM to 9:00 P.M. MT 

Location In person and via Zoom - link will be sent out via email 1-2 days before class. 

  

Class Description  
Everyone needs a large structured tote in their life! February's Bag of the Month is the Wire-Framed Utility Tote pattern by 
Sew Organized Design. Make this fantastic tote using canvas, waxer or other similarly structured fabric. A wire frame at the 
top provides more stability, but the empty tote can collapse for easy storage. Please note this is a different pattern from the 
"Wire Framed Totes" also by Sew Organized Design as it does not use foam interfacing and is not lined. (Although, the 
instructor may try to figure out a way to line this bag and show you how, too. Hee! Hee!) 

Skill level  
Confident beginner or By Annie Basics pre-requisite 

What does class fee include?  
Class fee covers instructor and facilities costs only. Pattern and project supplies need to be purchased separately before 
class. Please note that there is some prep work to complete so give yourself enough time to do that prior to class. 

Instructor comments. Please read  
There were several modifications I made to my samples to either make it a little more “polished,” or just make it easier to 
execute: 

1) I strongly recommend a canvas-y weight material for this bag. Because it is collapsible and has no interfaced 
structure it does not stand well unfilled. A heavier weight fabric will give it a little more structure, but still be 
collapsible.  

2) I added an inside “lining” by making my main fabric two-sided. Using the exact same amount as the outside 
fabric, I used WonderWeb (by Pellon) to fuse an interior fabric to the back of my exterior fabric, before making 
any cuts. I think you can use the fusible of your choice: spray adhesive, WonderUnder, WonderWeb, Steam-A-
Seam (I’d recommend the lite.) Just make sure it is double-sided. If you choose not to do this, please note that 
your interior will just be the back of your exterior and will be just fine. 

3) I also made my pockets “lined’ (as the original is just one layer of fabric.) An easy way to do this is to double the 
height of your outside pocket measurement, then fold in half. I also added a little fusible stabilizer (SF101) to one 
side of the pocket to give it a little more structure. 

4) I strongly recommend using ready-made webbing. Making my own handles took a long time, for not much 
reward. If you choose to make your own, I recommend using the ByAnnie “method” where you in create a sleeve 
and feed webbing through with a bodkin. I was much happier doing this.  : ) Remember, this bag takes between 
2 ½ and almost 3¾ yards of strapping you might need a little extra fabric to do this. But, it’s worth it!  

5) I thought trying to piece the bottom insert was kinda silly. I just made a “pillowcase” form for my cardboard. The 
size for your “pillowcase” pieces should be cardboard dimensions plus at least ¾” inch to allow for a ¼” seam 
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allowance plus the depth of the cardboard. And add another 1” to the narrow side piece. (leaving a 1-2” extra at 
the opening to fold in for a finished end. 

Please complete before first class   
❑ Purchase pattern and supplies 
❑ Read through the pattern 
❑ If you want a “lined” look, create your two-sided fabric.  
❑ Cut and label fabric and interfacing pieces according to pattern direction, with a couple of modifications: 

o If you want a “lined” pocket, don’t forget to double the height of the pocket 
o For the top bands, I recommend keeping all pieces WOF and sewing those together into one long strip. 

We will cut them down after they are interfaced and pressed. 
❑ If you are comfortable making your strapping, go for it. No worries if not. will increase the likelihood of 

completing the bag in class. 

Required supplies  
❑ Wire-Framed Utility Tote  pattern 
❑ Wire-Framed Utility Tote frame (your choice SM, MD, LG) 
❑ Fabric, Interfacing according to pattern directions and size (extra fabric or interfacing for any non-pattern 

adjustments) 
❑ Sew-in Velcro according to pattern directions 
❑ Strapping/Webbing according to pattern directions 
❑ 80/12 or 90/14 universal or sharp sewing needles 
❑ Sewing machine in good working order (don’t forget power cord and foot pedal) 
❑ 1/4” foot  
❑ Top-stitch/edge-stitch foot 
❑ Zipper foot 
❑ Standard sewing supplies (rotary cutter, pins, rulers, etc..)  
❑ Pencil/paper  

Optional 
❑ Glue stick or basting tape (I vote basting tape!!!) 
❑ Stiletto 

 
 
Mask Policy 
Per state guidelines, we ask that everyone keep their masks on (fully covering mouth and nose) while they are inside the 
store, regardless of vaccination status. 
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We are a fragrance-free shop 
As a courtesy to individuals who may be sensitive to fragrances, we would like to ask that you refrain from wearing any 
perfumes, scented lotions or body sprays, or strong scents. Thank you. 

Class cancellation 
Classes fill up quickly and we often have a waiting list. If you cannot make it to class, please let us know at least four days in advance 
to receive store credit. Cancellations less than two days or no-shows will be charged full price.  

If you are experiencing any fever, cough, shortness of breath, or any other flu/Covid-like symptoms please do not come to class. 
Please contact us by phone at 303-997-4372. 

Classes with registration with fewer than three participants three days prior to class date may be cancelled by the instructor.  

In the event of inclement weather, the instructor will have the discretion to cancel class. 

Classes start on time. Please arrive 10-15 minutes early to get set up.   

Parking 
Parking is available in back. For after hours or weekend parking, you may also park in the Malley Senior Rec Center lot. Please do not 
park in this lot during weekday/9-5 as you will be ticketed.  

Guests 
Please leave children, pets and friends at home. If you need special accommodations, please let us know. 
 

 


